Term 3

Year 2

Mrs Cataldo/Mrs Field

My Learning Journey: Maths
Objective:
I can…
Recall division facts for the 2, 5 and 10 times-table
Divide by making equal groups
Recognise the link between division, multiplication and repeated
addition
Solve division problems using the ÷ and = symbols
Solve division word problems
Compare and sort 2D shapes
Compare and sort 3D shapes
Name 2D shapes and describe their properties e.g. talk about the
shape’s edges and vertices
Name 3D shapes and describe their properties e.g. talk about a solid
shape’s faces, edges and vertices
Identify 2D shapes on the surface of 3D shapes
Record information in a tally chart
Use information to create pictograms
Solve questions involving bar charts.

Self-Assessment

My Learning Journey: English
Objective:
I can…
Read a range of texts and answer questions about them
Recognise features of traditional tales
Write my own traditional tale
Improve and edit my own writing
Use time connectives to link parts of a story e.g. later, first, in winter,
at night
Use full stops and capital letters correctly
Read a range of traditional tales and talk about story structure
Use question marks and exclamation marks correctly
Understand the difference between statement, question, exclamation
and command
Use an apostrophe to mark where letters are missing and to show
possession e.g. it’s a rainy day, the girl’s name
Recognise and use adjectives for effect
Recognise and use alliteration
Write a variety of poems.

Self-Assessment

General Information
 Topic: Our topic this term is history based - ‘The Great Fire of
London’. Children will use reliable source texts to find out
about the events in London in 1666. They will compare houses
and streets (past and present) and will be sequencing the
events of the great fire. We will also study an important man in
history (Samuel Pepys) and learn, amongst other things, what
he buried in his garden.
 Wow Events: Great Fire of London dress up day - Wednesday
12th February. Children can dress as a boy/girl/man/woman
from the 17th century or as a firefighter (past or present). We
have lots of exciting school-based activities planned for this
day!

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Mrs Cataldo
Mrs Cataldo/Mrs Watts
Mrs Cataldo
PE kit needed
Mrs Field
PE kit needed
Waterproof clothes needed for forest school
Mrs Field

